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Understanding the rich physics emerging in strongly interacting quantum matter requires the solution of challenging quantum many-body problems. Overcoming the exponential growth of complexity when simulating
such quantum many-body systems is one of the most challenging goals
in computational physics. For ground state properties of one-dimensional
systems (1D) this challenge was answered by the introduction of matrixproduct states (MPSs)—which provide a practically lossless compression
of quantum states. Successively several MPS based algorithms have been
introduced to efficiently simulate both ground states as well as dynamical properties. In this advanced practical training, you learn the basics
of MPS based simulations and how to apply them to the quantum Ising
chain. The goals of this lab course will be to (i) implement the time
evolving block decimation (TEBD) algorithm to perform both real- and
imaginary time evolution of the quantum Ising chain; (ii) obtain the phase
diagram of the quantum Ising chain in a transverse field; (iii) calculate
the dynamical spin structure factor in presence of both transverse and
longitudinal fields. The dynamical spin structure factor is then compared
to inelastic neutron scattering spectra of CoNb2 O6 .
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1 Introduction
The notion of quantum entanglement goes back to the early years of quantum mechanics and was subject of several papers by Schrödinger [1]. At the same time, Einstein,
Podolski and Rosen discussed their famous “Gedankenexperiment” that attempted
to show that quantum mechanical theory was incomplete [2]. Quantum entanglement
is a physical phenomenon that occurs when particles interact in a way such that the
quantum state of each particle cannot be described independently of the state of the
others—including when the particles are separated by a large distance. For a long
time, it was a topic discussed mostly in quantum optics and for systems with few
degrees of freedom. In the last decades, however, it has seen a revival with input
from very different areas, including the theory of black holes, quantum information
and communication, the numerical investigation of quantum many-body systems, as
well as the characterization of topological quantum states and quantum phase transitions. In this context, tensor-product state based methods have been shown to be
a powerful tool to efficiently simulate quantum many-body systems if they are only
slightly entangled. The most prominent algorithm in this context is the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method [3] which was originally conceived as
an algorithm to study ground state properties of one-dimensional (1D) systems. A
more recently introduced method that shares many similarities with DMRG is the
time evolving block decimation (TEBD) method [4, 5, 6] that allows for an efficient
time evolution of slightly entangled systems. In this practical training, we will use
the TEBD method to investigate dynamical properties of a 1D quantum Ising chain
that is relevant to describe inelastic Neuron scattering spectra of 1D materials such
as CoNb2 O6 [7].

2 Many-body entanglement
In the following, we introduce the concept of entanglement entropy and entanglement
spectra in many-body systems. Let us consider the bipartition of the Hilbert space
H = HA ⊗ HB of an N -body quantum system as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where HA
(HB ) describes all the states defined in subsystem A and B, respectively.
We perform a so-called Schmidt decomposition, in which we decompose a (pure)
state |Ψi ∈ H as
X
|Ψi =
Λα |αiA ⊗ |αiB , |αiA(B) ∈ HA(B) ,
(1)
α

where the states {|αiA(B) } form an orthonormal basis of (the relevant subspace of) HA
(HB ) and Λα ≥ 0. The Schmidt decomposition is unique up to degeneracies and for a
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Figure 1: (a) Bipartition of a system into two parts A and B. The shaded area A has
a boundary ∂A with surface area |∂A|. (b) Significant quantum fluctuations
in gapped ground states occur only on short length scales. (c) 1D area law
states make up a very small fraction of the many-body Hilbert space but
contain all gapped ground states. (d) Comparison of the largest Schmidt
values of the ground state of the transverse field Ising model (g = 1.5) and
a random state for a system consisting of N = 16 spins. The index α labels
different Schmidt values.
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P
normalized state |Ψi we find that α Λ2α = 1. Note that the Schmidt decomposition
is equivalent to the singular-value decomposition of the coefficient matrix ψij for
chosen local bases |iiA and |iiB , respectively. An important aspect of the Schmidt
decomposition is that it gives direct insight into the bipartite entanglement (i.e., the
quantum entanglement between degrees of freedom in HA and HB ) of a state: If
no entanglement between the two subsystems is present, the state is a product state
and the Schmidt decomposition has only one single non-zero Schmidt value (Λ1 = 1
and Λα>1 = 0). If the degrees of freedom of the two subsystems are entangled, we
necessarily have multiple non-zero Schmidt values in the decomposition.
A useful measure to quantify the amount of entanglement is the so-called entanglement entropy, which is defined as the von-Neumann entropy S = −Tr (ρA log(ρA ))
of the reduced density matrix ρA . The reduced density matrix of an entangled (pure)
quantum state |ψi is the density matrix of a mixed state defined on the subsystem,
ρA ≡ TrB (|ψi hψ|) .

(2)

A simple calculation shows that it has the Schmidt states |αiA as eigenstates and
the Schmidt
coefficients are the square roots of the corresponding eigenvalues, i.e.,
P
ρA = α Λ2α |αiA hα|A (equivalently for ρB ). Hence, the entanglement entropy can be
directly expressed in terms of the Schmidt values Λα ,
X
S = −Tr [ρA log(ρA )] = −
Λ2α log Λ2α .
(3)
α

Note that we would get the same entanglement entropy from the reduced density
matrix ρB . If there is no entanglement between the two subsystems, we find S = 0
and S > 0 if there is any entanglement.
To demonstrate the concepts above, we consider a simple system consisting of two
spin-1/2 with a bipartition in which the first spin is in subsystem A and the second
in subsystem B.
The first example is a wave function
|ψi =

1
(| ↑↑i + | ↑↓i + | ↓↑i + | ↓↓i)
2

(4)

with Schmidt decomposition
1
1
|ψi = 1 · [ √ (| ↑i + | ↓)] ⊗ [ √ (| ↑i + | ↓)],
2
2

(5)

representing a product state with entanglement entropy S = 0. The second example
is a wave function
1
(6)
|ψi = √ (| ↑↓i + | ↓↑i)
2

4

with Schmidt decomposition
1
1
|ψi = √ · [| ↑i ⊗ | ↓i] + √ · [| ↑i ⊗ | ↓i],
2
2

(7)

representing a maximally entangled state with entanglement entropy S = log 2.

2.1 Area law
As we will discuss now, ground states of (gapped) local Hamiltonians are very special
with respect to their entanglement properties—they fulfill an area law. It turns out
that this allows on one hand for efficient numerical simulations and on the other hand
provides the basis for the characterization of universal properties of quantum phases.
Let us first mention that a “typical” state in the Hilbert space has a volume law, i.e.,
the entanglement entropy grows proportionally with the volume of the partitions. In
particular, it has been shown in Ref. [8] that in a system of N sites with on-site Hilbert
space dimension d, a randomly drawn state |ψrandom i has an entanglement entropy
of S ≈ N/2 log d − 1/2 for a bipartition into two parts of N/2 sites. Highly excited
eigenstates of generic (ergodic) Hamiltonians typically show the same behavior.
In contrast, ground states |ψ0 i of gapped and local Hamiltonians follow an area
law, i.e., the entanglement entropy grows proportionally to the area of the cut [15].1
S = α|∂A| + . . . ,

(8)

where α in the leading term is a non-universal coefficient and |∂A| denotes the surface
area of the cut.
For the special case of a one dimensional chain of length N that is cut into two
equal halves as shown in Fig. 1(b), this implies that S(N ) is constant for N & ξ (with
ξ being the correlation length). This can be intuitively understood from the fact that
a gapped ground state contains only fluctuations within the correlation length ξ and
thus only degrees of freedom near the cut are entangled. A rigorous proof of the area
law for 1D gapped and local Hamiltonians is given in Ref. [9]. Since typical states
have a volume law, ground states are very special states and can be found within a
very small corner of the Hilbert space, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).
An important observation is that in slightly entangled states, only a relatively small
number of Schmidt states contributes significantly to the weight of the state. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 1(d) by comparing the largest 20 Schmidt values of an area law
and a volume law state for a bipartition of an N = 16 chain into two half chains. As
1

The condition of a gap can in certain cases be released but generically leads to sub-leading log
corrections. In systems with a Fermi surface, the area law breaks down.
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an example of an area law state, we considered here the ground state of the transverse
field Ising model
X
z
H=−
+ gσnx ,
(9)
σnz σn+1
n

σnx

σnz

with
and
being the Pauli operators and g > 0. This Z2 symmetric model has
a quantum phase transition at gc = 1. As shown in Fig. 1(d) for a representative
example of g = 1.5, the entire weight of the ground state is essentially contained in
a few Schmidt states. Generic states fulfilling the area law show a similar behavior
and thus the above observation provides an extremely useful approach to compress
quantum states by truncating the Schmidt decomposition. In particular, for all ǫ > 0
we can truncate the Schmidt decomposition at some finite χ (independent of the
system size) such that
|ψi −

χ
X

|α=1

Λα |αiL ⊗ |αiR
{z

|ψ trunc i

<ǫ

(10)

}

This particular property of area law states is intimately related to the matrix-product
state (MPS) representation of 1D quantum states, as we will discuss in the next chapter. The situation is very different for a highly entangled (volume law) random state:
All the Schmidt values are roughly constant for all 2N/2 states and thus the 20 dominant states contain a vanishing weight (assuming an equal weight of configurations,
we find Λ2α ≈ 1/2N/2 per Schmidt state).

3 Efficient representation and matrix-product states
(MPSs)
We will now introduce MPSs [10, 11], which allow for an efficient representation of area
law states in 1D. When working with MPSs, it is very helpful to use a diagrammatic
tensor representation, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). In this notation, a
tensor with n indices is represented by a symbol with n legs.
We consider a chain with N sites and label the local basis on site n by |jn i with
jn = 1, . . . , d, e.g., for a spin-1/2 we have d = 2 local states |↑i , |↓i. Using the tensor
product of local basis states, a generic (pure) quantum state can then be expanded
as
X
ψj1 j2 ···jN |j1 , j2 , . . . , jN i .
(11)
|ψi =
j1 ,j2 ,...jN

Note that the order N tensor ψj1 ,...,jn has dN complex entries which makes it prohibitively expensive to store or manipulate exactly even for moderate system sizes.
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Figure 2: (a) Diagrammatic representations of a vector v, a matrix M , and the coefficients of a general many-body state ψj1 j2 ...jn . (b) The
P connection of two
legs symbolizes a tensor contraction, here (M v)a =
b Mab vb , i.e., summing over the relevant indices. (c) The amplitude of the wave function is
decomposed into a product of matrices M [n]jn . The indices α1 and αN +1
are trivial, which we indicate by dashed lines.
For example, even on a large supercomputer, a simple S = 1/2 system with d = 2
can only be simulated exactly for up to N ≈ 40 sites. Since numerical investigations
of quantum-many body systems often require much larger systems, it is important
to find ways to “compress” the quantum states to a manageable size—this is exactly
what we will be able to do using MPS!
In an MPS, the coefficients ψj1 ,...,jn of a pure quantum state are decomposed into
products of matrices of the form [10]:
|ψi =

P

≡

P

[1]j1
[2]j2
[N ]jN
α2 ,...αN Mα1 α2 Mα2 α3 . . . MαN αN +1 |j1 , j2 , . . . , jN i
P
[1]j1
M [2]j2 . . . M [N ]jN |j1 , j2 , . . . , jN i .
j1 ,...,jN M

j1 ,...,jN

(12)
(13)

Here, each M [n]jn is a χn × χn+1 dimensional matrix, i.e., we have a set of d matrices
for each site, which we usually group into a tensor of order 3 as shown in Fig. 2(c).
The superscript [n] denotes the fact that for a generic state we have a different set of
matrices on each site. The indices αn of the matrices are called “bond”, “virtual”, or
“auxiliary” indices, to distinguish them from the “physical” indices jn . The matrices
at the boundary are vectors, that is χ1 = χN +1 = 1, such that the matrix product in
Eq. (13) produces a 1 × 1 matrix, i.e., a single number ψj1 ,...,jn . It turns out that all
area law states can be very well approximated by MPS with a finite bond dimension
χmax [12, 13].
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3.1 Simple examples of MPS
To become more familiar with the MPS notation, let us consider a few examples.
Product state: The state |ψi = |φ[1] i ⊗ |φ[2] i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |φ[n] i can easily be written
in the form of Eq. (13); since it has no entanglement, the bond dimension is simply
χn = 1 on each bond and the 1 × 1 “matrices” are given by
 
M [n]jn = φj[n]
.
(14)
n

Concretely, the ground state of the transverse field Ising model given in
 Eq. (9)
1
1
at infinite field g → ∞ is a product state |← · · · ←i ≡ √2 |↑i − √2 |↓i ⊗ · · · ⊗


√1 |↑i − √1 |↓i , which we write as an MPS using the same set of matrices on each
2
2
site n,
 
 
−1
M [n]↑ = √12 and
M [n]↓ = √
.
(15)
2
For the Neel state |↑↓↑↓ . . .i, we need different sets of matrices on odd and even sites,

M [2n−1]↑ = M [2n]↓ = 1 and

for n = 1, . . . , N/2.

M [2n−1]↓ = M [2n]↑ = 0



(16)





Dimerized state: A product of singlets √12 |↑↓i − √12 |↓↑i ⊗· · ·⊗ √12 |↑↓i − √12 |↓↑i
on neighboring sites can be written with 1×2 matrices on odd sites and 2×1 matrices
on even sites given by
 
 




1
0
−1
1
[2n−1]↓
[2n]↓
[2n]↑
[2n−1]↑
= 0 √2 , M
. (17)
, M
=
=
M
= √2 0 , M
0
1

3.2 Canonical form
The MPS representation Eq. (13) is not unique. Consider the bond between sites n
and n + 1, which defines a bipartition into L = { 1, . . . , n } and R = { n + 1, . . . , N }.
Given an invertible χn+1 × χn+1 matrix X, we can replace
M [n]jn → M̃ [n]jn := M [n]jn X −1 ,

M [n+1]jn+1 → M̃ [n+1]jn+1 := XM [n+1]jn+1

(18)

and still represent the same state |ψi. This freedom can be used to define a convenient
“canonical form” of the MPS, following Ref. [4, 6]. Without loss of generality, we
can decompose the matrices M̃ [n]jn = Γ̃[n]jn Λ̃[n+1] , where Λ̃[n+1] is a square, diagonal
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[n+1]

matrix with positive entries Λ̃αn+1 on the diagonal. Performing partial contractions
gives a representation looking very similar to the Schmidt decomposition (1):
X
M [1]j1 . . . M [n−1]jn−1 Γ̃[n]jn Λ̃[n+1] M̃ [n+1]jn+1 M [n+2]jn+2 . . . M [N ]jN |j1 , . . . , jN i
|ψi =
j1 ,...,jN

=

X

α̃n+1

|α̃n+1 iL =
|α̃n+1 iR =

[n+1]

Λ̃α̃n+1 |α̃n+1 iL ⊗ |α̃n+1 iR , where

X 

M [1]j1 . . . M [n−1]jn−1 Γ̃[n]jn

j1 ,...,jn

X

jn+1 ,...,jN





(19)

1,α̃n+1

|j1 , . . . , jn i ,

M̃ [n+1]jn+1 M [n+2]jn+2 . . . M [N ]jN



α̃n+1 ,1

|jn+1 , . . . , jN i .

(20)
(21)

However, for general M and Γ̃[n] , the states |α̃n+1 iL/R will not be orthonormal. Note
that we can interpret the X in Eq. (18) as a basis transformation of the states |α̃n+1 iR
in Eq. (21). The idea of the canonical form is to choose the X in Eq. (18) such that
[n+1]
it maps |α̃n+1 iR to the Schmidt states |αn+1 iR . Using the Schmidt values Λαn+1
on the diagonal of Λ̃[n+1] → Λ[n+1] , we find that Eq. (19) indeed gives the Schmidt
decomposition. Repeating this on each bond yields the canonical form
X
(22)
Λ[1] Γ[1]j1 Λ[2] Γ[2]j2 Λ[3] · · · Λ[N ] Γ[N ]jN Λ[N +1] |j1 , . . . , jN i .
|Ψi =
j1 ,...,jN


Here, we have introduced trivial 1 × 1 matrices Λ[1] ≡ Λ[N +1] ≡ 1 multiplied to
the trivial legs of the first and last tensor, again with the goal to achieve a uniform
bulk. While the canonical form is useful as it allows to quickly read off the Schmidt
decomposition on any bond, in practice we usually group each Γ with one of the Λ
matrices and define
A[n]jn ≡ Λ[n] Γ[n]jn ,

B [n]jn ≡ Γ[n]jn Λ[n+1] .

(23)

If we write an MPS entirely with A tensors (B tensors), it is said to be in left (right)
canonical form. If we consider the bond between sites n and n + 1, we can write the
MPS in a “mixed” canonical form with A tensors up to site n and B tensors starting
from site n + 1. The A and B tensors transform the Schmidt basis from one bond to
the next:
X
X
n
n
|α
i
⊗
|j
i
,
|α
i
=
|jn i ⊗ |αn+1 iR , (24)
Bα[n]j
|αn+1 iL =
Aα[n]j
n L
n
n R
n αn+1
n αn+1
αn ,jn

jn ,αn+1

with orthonormality conditions hαn |L |ᾱn iL = δαn ᾱn = hαn |R |ᾱn iR .
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One great advantage of the canonical form is that these relations allow to evaluate
expectation values of local operators very easily. If needed, we can easily convert
the

[n]
[n] [n]
[n+1] −1
left and right canonical forms into each other, e.g., A = Λ B
Λ
; since
the Λ[n] are diagonal matrices, their inverses are simply given by diagonal matrices
with the inverse Schmidt values2 .

3.3 Time Evolving Block Decimation (TEBD)
Now that we know how to represent quantum states as MPS, we would like to manipulate them and use them for studying microscopic models. A very useful algorithm is
the Time Evolving Block Decimation (TEBD) algorithm [5], which allows evaluating
the time evolution of an MPS:
|ψ(t)i = U (t) |ψ(0)i .

(25)

The time evolution operator U can either be U (t) = exp(−itH) yielding a real time
evolution, or an imaginary time evolution U (τ ) = exp(−τ H). The latter can be used
to evaluate (finite temperature) Green’s functions or as a first, conceptually simple
way to find the ground state of the Hamiltonian H through the relation
e−τ H |ψ0 i
.
τ →∞ ke−τ H |ψ0 ik

|ψGS i = lim

(26)

The TEBD algorithm makes use of the Suzuki-Trotter decomposition [14], which
approximates the exponent of a sum of operators with a product of exponents of the
same operators. For example, the first and second order expansions read
e(X+Y )δ = eXδ eY δ + O(δ 2 ),

(27)

e(X+Y )δ = eXδ/2 eY δ eXδ/2 + O(δ 3 ).

(28)

Here X and Y are operators, and δ is a small parameter. To make use of these
expressions,Pwe assume that the Hamiltonian is a sum of two-site operators of the
form H = n h[n,n+1] , where h[n,n+1] acts only on sites n and n + 1, and decompose
it as a sum
X
X
H=
h[n,n+1] +
(29)
h[n,n+1] .
2

[n+1]

|n

odd

{z

Hodd

}

|n

even

{z

Heven

}

If Λαn+1 αn+1 = 0 for some αn+1 , we can remove the corresponding columns of B [n] and rows of
B [n+1] before taking the inverse, as they do not contribute to the wave function.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 3: Update to apply a two-site unitary U and recover the canonical MPS form
(see text for details). Note that we do not explicitly label the positions of
the individual tensors in favor for a less cluttered presentation.
Each term
Heven consists of a sum of commuting operators, therefore
Q Hodd hand
[n,n+1] δ
Hodd δ
and similar for Heven . We now divide the time into small time
e
= n odd e
slices δt ≪ 1 (the relevant time scale is in fact the inverse gap) and consider a time
evolution operator U (δt). Using, as an example, the first order decomposition (27),
the operator U (δt) can be expanded into products of two-site unitary operators
U (δt) ≈

"

Y

U [n,n+1] (δt)

n odd

#"

Y

#

U [n,n+1] (δt) ,

n even

(30)

[n,n+1]

where U [n,n+1] (δt) = e−i δt h
. The successive application of these two-site unitary
operators to an MPS is the main part of the algorithm and explained in the following.
Local unitary updates of an MPS. One of the advantages of the MPS representation is that local transformations can be performed efficiently. Moreover, the
canonical form discussed above is preserved if the transformations are unitary [4].
A one-site unitary U simply transforms the tensors Γ of the MPS
n
=
Γ̃α[n]j
n αn+1

X

n
Ujjn′n Γα[n]j
.
n αn+1
′

(31)

′
jn
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In such a case the entanglement of the wave-function is not affected and thus the
values of Λ do not change. The update procedure for a two-site unitary transformation
acting on two neighboring sites n and n + 1 is shown in Fig. 3. We first find the wave
function in the basis spanned by the left Schmidt states |αn iL , the local basis |jn i
and |jn+1 i on sites n and n + 1, and the right Schmidt states |αn+2 iR , which together
form an orthonormal basis { | αn iL ⊗ | jn i ⊗ | jn+1 i ⊗ | αn+2 iR }. Calling the wave
function coefficients Θ, the state is expressed in a mixed bases as
X
|ψi =
|αn iL |jn i |jn+1 i |αn+2 iR .
(32)
Θjαnnjαn+1
n+2
αn ,jn ,jn+1 ,αn+2

Using the definitions of the canonical form, Θ is given by
X
[n+1] [n+1],jn+1 [n+2]
n
Λα[n]n Γ[n],j
Θjαnnjαn+1
=
αn αn+1 Λαn+1 Γαn+1 αn+2 Λαn+2 .
n+2

(33)

αn+1

Writing the wave function in this basis is useful because it is easy to apply the two-site
unitary in step (ii) of the algorithm:
X j j
j′ j′
(34)
Θ̃jαnnjαn+1
=
Ujn′nj ′n+1 Θαnn αn+1
n+2 .
n+2
n+1

′ j′
jn
n+1

Next we have to extract the new tensors B̃ [n] , B̃ [n+1] and Λ̃[n+1] from the transformed
tensor Θ̃ in a manner that preserves the canonical form. We first “reshape” the tensor
Θ̃ by combining indices to obtain a dχn × dχn+2 dimensional matrix Θ̃jn αn ;jn+1 αn+2 .
Because the basis { | αn iL ⊗ | jn i } is orthonormal, as for the right, it is natural to
decompose the matrix using the singular value decomposition (SVD) in step (iii) into
X [n]
[n+1]
Θ̃jn αn ;jn+1 αn+2 =
Ãjn αn ;αn+1 Λ̃α[n+1]
B̃αn+1 ;jn+1 αn+2 ,
(35)
n+1 αn+1
αn+1

where Ã[n] , B̃ [n+1] are isometries and Λ̃[n+1] is a diagonal matrix. Indeed, the suggestive notation that the new tensors are in mixed canonical form is justified, since the
SVD yields a Schmidt decomposition of the wave function for a bipartition at the
bond between sites n and n + 1. The isometry Ã[n] relates the new Schmidt states
|αn+1 iL to the combined bases |αn iL ⊗ |jn i. Analogously, the Schmidt states for the
right site are obtained from the matrix B [n+1] . Thus the diagonal matrix Λ̃[n+1] contains precisely the Schmidt values of the transformed state. In a last step (iv), we
reshape the obtained matrices Ã[n] , B̃ [n+1] back to tensors with 3 indices and recover
the right canonical form by
[n]

n
= (Λ[n] )−1
Γ̃α[n]j
αn Ãjn αn ;αn+1
n αn+1
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and

[n+1]

n+1
Γ̃α[n+1]j
= B̃αn+1 ;jn+1 αn+2 (Λ[n+2] )−1
αn+2 .
n+1 αn+2
(36)

After the update, the new MPS is still in the canonical form. The entanglement
at the bond n, n + 1 has changed and the bond dimension increased to dχ. Thus the
amount of information in the wave function grows exponentially if we successively
apply unitaries to the state. To overcome this problem, we perform an approximation
by fixing the maximal number of Schmidt terms to χmax . In each update, only the
χmax most important states are kept in step (iii), i.e., if we order the Schmidt states
according to their size we simply truncate the range of the index αn+1 in Eq. (35) to
be 1 . . . χmax . This approximation limits the dimension of the MPS and the tensors
B have at most a dimension of χmax × d × χmax . Given that the truncated weight is
small, the normalization conditions for the canonical form will be fulfilled to a good
approximation. In order to keep the wave functionq
normalized, one should divide by
P
jn jn+1 2
the norm after the truncation, i.e., divide by N =
jn ,jn+1 ,αn ,αn+2 Θαn αn+2 .
Using the TEBD algorithm, we can now perform real and imaginary time evolution
of MPS. While the imaginary time evolution provides a tool to find ground states, it
turns out that a variational optimization is often more efficient. This is done using the
density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method [3]. The DMRG replaces step
(ii) in the TEBD algorithm, in which the two site gate is applied, with a variational
optimization of the local tensors. This can be done using for example the Lanczos
algorithm.

4 Numerical Procedure
We investigate the phase diagram and dynamical properties of the quantum Ising
model in a transverse and longitudinal field,
H = −J

X
n

x
σnx σn+1
−g

X
n

σnz − h

X

σnx .

(37)

n

4.1 Implementation of the TEBD algorithm
This exercise uses the provided files a_mps.py, b_model.py, c_tebd.py.
a) Read the code in the file a_mps.py. This file defines the class MPS in an objectoriented approach. In short, defining the class is defining a “type” which collects
data in attributes (e.g. MPS.Bs, MPS.L) and has methods (e.g. MPS.site_expectation_value)
which can use the attributes (referenced with the special first argument self)
for calculations. Generate an instance of the MPS class representing the state
|↑↑ . . . ↑i with the function init_spinup_MPS, for the start with L = 14 sites.
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z

Check that the (site) expectation values of the operators σ =


0 1
x
give the expected values.
σ =
1 0



1 0
0 −1



and

b) Write a function similar to init_spinup_MPS, but initialize an MPS for the state
|→→ · · · →i. Check the expectation values again.

Hint: This state is also a product state of |→i = √12 (|↑i + |↓i), so the singular
values remain the same and the shape of each B is still (1,2,1). You should
expect rounding errors of the order of machine precision ≈ 10−15 .

c) Read the file b_model.py. It defines a class representing the transverse field
ising model for a given choice of coupling parameters. Calculate the energy for
L = 14, J = 1 and g ∈ { 0.5, 1, 1.5 } for each of the above defined two product
states. For later usage, extend the model or write a new model class which also
includes the longitudinal field h.
d) Read the file c_tebd.py, which implements the time evolving block decimation.
Call the function example_TEBD_gs_finite, which performs an imaginary time
evolution to project onto the ground state.

4.2 Ground state Phase diagram
Obtain the phase diagram of the quantum Ising model as function of g at h = 0 using
the TEBD algorithm in imaginary time.
a) Write a function to (efficiently) calculate (equal-time) correlation functions like
hψ| Xi Yj |ψi for some single-site operators X, Y , which are applied on sites i
and j, respectively. The functions should take |ψi , X, Y and i as an input and
calculate the correlations hψ| Xi Yj |ψi for all j ≥ i.

Hint: Distinguish the cases i = j and i < j. Assume that |ψi is given in right
canonical B form (since our DMRG implementation returns it as such). Use
the orthonormality conditions of the canonical form on sites k for k < i (left
canonical form) and k > j to simplify the expression of the correlation function
to the following network (for i < j):

hψ| Xi Yj |ψi =

14

(38)

To keep track of the indices which you need to contract with np.tensordot, it
can help to draw diagrams and label the legs. It is possible to write the function
with a computational cost of O((L − i)1 ), i.e., a single for loop of j.
b) Run TEBD in imaginary time for some values of g and L = 30
(e.g. g = 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 1., 1.1, 1.2, 1.5). Calculate and plot the correlations
x
hσL/4
σjx i. Does it agree with your expectations? How do the correlations decay
at g = 1 and g > 1?
c) Plot the phase transition in the order parameter m (magnetization) by using
the relation
hσix σjx i → m2 for |i − j| → ∞ ,
(39)
meaning that the correlations approach a constant value of the magnetization
squared for large distances. Make sure to exclude boundary effects.
x
x
d) (optional) Plot the connected correlations C(j) = hσL/4
σjx i − hσL/4
i hσjx i versus
j − L/4 on a logarithmic y-scale. For g > 1, extract the correlation length ξ by
a fit C(j) ∝ exp(− |j−L/4|
).
ξ

Hint: Again, you can use np.polyfit if you fit log(C(j)) vs. |j − L/4|.
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Tensor-network simulations of bound
states in perturbed quantum
Ising chains
Part 2: Dynamic spin structure factor

Frank Pollmann∗, Markus Drescher, Shenghsuan Lin
December 17, 2020

1 Dynamic spin structure factors
1.1 Introduction
The quantities we are interested in are the dynamic (spin) structure factors (DSF)
also referred to as the spectral functions. In this note, we give the definition, the
interpretation and how to compute such quantities in practice. A general introduction
with reference to experiments and some numerical scheme can be found here.
The dynamic structure factor is of special importance for several reasons. It gives us
direct insight into the spectrum of the Hamiltonian and the physical properties of the
quasi-particles. Basically speaking, the dynamic structure factor provides information
about the excitations of the system. If the system considered is in the ground state,
the dynamic structure factor then tells you about the excitations above the ground
state.
The dynamic structure factor can be measured by inelastic neutron scattering in
experiment and can be computed using various methods in theory. As a result, it is
a quantity of interest from both theoretical and experimental perspective.
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1.2 The dynamic structure factor
Physical systems usually are translationally invariant. As a result, we could define
the Fourier transform of an operator as,
1 X −ik·r α
Ôkα = √
e
Ôr
N r

1 X ik·r α
e Ôk ,
Ôrα = √
N k

(1)

where the sum over r is running over all lattice sites and the sum over k is running
over all k-points, which depend on the underlying lattice structure.

Definition The dynamic spin structure factor is defined in momentum and frequency
space as follows:
Z ∞
1
β
α †
S (k, ω) =
(0)i dt
eiωt h(Ô−k
) (t)Ô−k
2π −∞
Z
1 X −ik·(r−r′ ) ∞ iωt α†
=
e hÔr (t)Ôrβ′ (0)i dt
e
2πN r,r′
−∞
Z ∞
X
1
α†
e−ik·R
eiωt hÔR
(t)Ô0β (0)i dt
=
2π R
−∞
αβ

(2)
(3)
(4)

It is obtained from the double Fourier transformation of the real-time correlation
α†
function hÔR
(t)Ô0β (0)i in both space and time. From the definition, it follows that
S αβ (k, ω) = (S βα (k, ω))∗ . The quantity we are mainly interested in is S αα (k, ω),
which is hence real.

Lehmann representation In fact, S αα (k, ω) would not only be real but also positive. The reason why it is positive can be understood from the so-called Lehmann
representation or the spectral form,
S αα (k, ω) =

X
n

2

α
δ(ω − (ωn − ω0 ))|hn|Ô−k
|0i|2

(5)

This nice form can be obtained as follows,
Z ∞
D
E
1
iωt
αα
†
α †
α
e
S (k, ω) =
U (t)(Ô−k ) U (t)Ô−k (0) dt
2π −∞
Z ∞
E

D
X
1
α
α †
i(ω+ω0 )t
|ni hn| Ô−k (0) dt
(Ô−k ) U (t)
e
=
2π −∞
n
X 1 Z ∞
α †
α
=
ei(ω−(ωn −ω0 ))t h0| (Ô−k
) |ni hn| Ô−k
|0i dt
2π
−∞
n
X
α
=
δ(ω − (ωn − ω0 ))|hn|Ô−k
|0i|2
n

P
In the second equality, we insert a resolution of identity 1 = n |ni hn|, where n runs
over all energy eigenstates.
The Lehmann representation of the dynamic structure factor tells us that if S αα (k, ω) 6=
0, then there exists an energy eigenstate with energe ω and the eigenstate has non-zero
α
overlap with Ô−k
acting on the ground state.

1.3 Numerical Methods
In practice, to compute S αα numerically, we have to adjust the formula a bit more.
1. (Exact) We rewrite the integral so the limit runs from 0 to ∞.
2. (Approximation) Discretize the time steps
3. (Tricks) Gaussian windowing
Rewrite Integral In practice, when doing the calculation, we don’t want to evolve
the states to (minus) infinity. In fact, we can rewrite the expression exactly and get
rid of one side of the limit. This makes it easier to work with. The expression is given
as,
Z
h
i
1 X −ik·R ∞
α†
αα
S (k, ω) =
(6)
2Re eiωt hÔR
(t)Ô0α (0)i dt
e
2π R
0
See the derivation below.
Z 0
Z ∞
Z ∞
α†
α†
α†
iωt
α
iωt
α
dteiωt hÔR
(t)Ô0α (0)i
dte hÔR (t)Ô0 (0)i +
dte hÔR (t)Ô0 (0)i =
−∞
Z−∞
Z0 ∞
∞
α†
α†
iωt
α
dte−iωt hÔR
(−t)Ô0α (0)i
dte hÔR (t)Ô0 (0)i +
=
0
Z0 ∞ h

∗ i
α†
α
dt eiωt hÔR
(t)Ô0α (0)i + eiωt hÔ0α† (t)ÔR
(0)i
=
0

3

where for the second equality we use,
follows from the following properties,

Rb
a

f (t)dt =

R −a
−b

f (−t)dt. The third equality

T r[ρÔα† (−t)Ôα (0)] = T r[ρU Ôα† (0)U † Ôα (0)]
= T r[ρÔα† (0)U † Ôα (0)U ]
= T r[ρÔα† (0)Ôα (t)] ,
where ρ = |ψ0 i hψ0 | is the density matrix of the eigenstate so that ρU = U ρ.
By evoking the translation invariance of the system, we have shifted the correlation
from between 0 and R to between −R and 0. Since the sum over R runs over all
possible positions, we can rearrange the sum and arrive at the final formula.
Z

∗ i
1 X −ik·R ∞ h iωt α†
α†
αα
e
e hÔR (t)Ô0α (0)i + eiωt hÔ−R
S (k, ω) =
(t)Ô0α (0)i
dt
2π R
0
Z

∗ i
1 X −ik·R ∞ h iωt α†
α†
=
e hÔR (t)Ô0α (0)i + eiωt hÔR
(t)Ô0α (0)i
dt
e
2π R
0
Z
h
i
1 X −ik·R ∞
α†
=
2Re eiωt hÔR
(t)Ô0α (0)i dt
e
2π R
0

Discretized time steps Notice that up to this point we are discussing the exact
formula, this is the first place where we consider an approximation. To put the
computation on a computer, instead of considering continuous time steps, we only
evaluate discrete time steps. That is we approximate the integral by summation.
In addition to discrete time steps, we would only evolve the state to a finite time T .
The cutoff time T is considered for different reasons. Firstly, we could not consider
infinite time steps on a computer running for finite time. Secondly, in practice,
we often simulate the finite systems with open boundary condition. That is we
approximate the translational invariant systems with periodic boundary condition by
systems with open boundary condition. If we did this, we do not want the excitation
“spread” to the boundary such that boundary effect shows up.
Considering a finite time cutoff has the effect that we will lose details about low
frequency information, which corresponds to the most important low energy excitations. You will see this effect in the exercises below. Moreover, the time signal we
use for the Fourier transform is then the true time evolution of the system convoluted
with a rectangular function of finite length (in time). Fourier transforming such a
rectangular function leads to Gibbs oscillations which would also strongly show up in
the numerical results of the spectral functions. This can be improved by applying a
Gaussian window function (cf. next paragraph).
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Remedy We see there are several approximation we made in order to carry out the
calculation. (i) We approximate the ground state and the time-evolved states by
tensor networks. (ii) We perform time evolution by discretizing the time evolution
operators. (iii) We discretize the integral to summation. (iv) We cutoff the summation to finite time T . The first error could be controlled by increasing the bond
dimension of the tensor networks. The second and third error could be made smaller
by considering smaller time steps or higher order Trotterization.
To prevent the Gibbs oscillations mentioned above from appearing in the numerically calculated dynamic structure factor, we can, instead of Fourier transforming the
truncated time series in a finite time window, transform the time series convoluted
with a Gaussian window function:
2

G(tn ) = e− 2 ·( σ N ) .
1

tn

(7)

Here, N denotes the total number of time steps and tn iterates over all time steps
in the time series (e.g. tn = 0, . . . , N for t ∈ [0, ∆t · N ]). σ is the width of the
distribution and should be chosen as σ . 0.5.
Since this procedure leads to comparably lower weight for the numerically expensive
time evolution steps at large times, one can improve this method by extending the
computed time series from the MPS time evolution via linear prediction methods to
notably larger times (e.g. factor 5) such that the weight of the Gaussian window
fades out on the linearly predicted tail. This complication, however, can be skipped
for these exercises.

1.4 Connection to Inelastic neutron scattering
The considerations so far have already been highly interesting from a theorist’s point
of view since the method presented allows to detect the excitations of a quantum
system. However, the dynamic spin structure factor can also be probed directly in
neutron scattering experiments [7, 17, 18]. The cross-section for scattering neutrons
obeys the following relation [17, 18]


d2 σ(k, ω) X
kα kβ
∝
δα,β −
× F (k)∗ F (k) ×S αβ (k, ω)
2
| {z }
dωdΩ
|k|
α,β |
{z
}
magnetic
polarization factor

(8)

form factors

The magnetic form factor depends on the details of the atomic or molecular orbitals of the sample. An additional Debye-Waller factor could be included to take
into account the effect of phonons and lattice distortions. However, we see that the
measurable cross-section is directly related to the dynamic structure factor. Figure 1
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presents a direct comparison of experimental data with numerical calculations using
the methods presented above [7].

2 Numerical Procedure
Using the methods discussed above, we can now obtain spectral functions for concrete
physical systems. The system we are interested in is the quantum Ising chain with
a transverse and a longitudinal field as considered already in the first part of this
project:
X
X
X
x
H = −J
σnx σn+1
−g
σnz − h
σnx .
(9)
n

n

n

2.1 Dynamical spin structure factor
a) Use the TEBD algorithm to write some code that performs a time evolution
and calculates correlation functions of the form
y
|ψ0 i ,
C(t, j) = hψ0 | eiHt σjy e−iHt σL/2

where |ψ0 i is the ground state of the transverse field Ising model. During the
time evolution, make sure to save the bipartite von-Neumann entanglement
entropy
X

S(t) = −
Λ2α (t) ln Λ2α (t) ,
α

where Λα are the Schmidt values on the bond at the center of the time evolved
y
|ψ0 i.
state |ψ(t)i = e−iHt σL/2
b) Write another function that performs a Fourier transformation in space and
time to obtain the dynamic structure factor S(k, ω):
S(k, ω) =

L−1 X
N
X

j=0 tn =0

eiω ∆t·tn −ik·j C(∆t · tn , j) · G(tn )

Remember to multiply the signal with a Gaussian window function G(tn ) in
order to avoid Gibbs oscillations from the Fourier transform of the finite time
data (cf. equation (7)).
c) Perform a time evolution at g = 0.2 and g = 2 with h = 0. For this task, we
choose the total time T such that the excitation does not spread to the boundary
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Figure 1: Measurement (B) and model calculation (D) of bound states in CoNb2 O6
(from [7]).

7

yet. To check this, plot the correlations C(t, j) as a colorplot in dependence
of time and the spatial variable j. Make a similar plot for the bipartite von
Neumann entanglement entropy S(t). What do you observe?
Hint: You can choose for instance L = 30, T = 25 J and L = 50, T = 10 J for
the cases g = 0.2 and g = 2 respectively.
Obtain S(k, ω) from C(t, j) using your code from part (b). How do the spectral
functions in the two cases compare?
Feel free to play around with the parameters of the simulation such as system
size L, total simulation time T and time step size ∆t to improve the quality of
your plots.
d) Obtain S(k, ω) at g = 0.2 and h = 0.1. How does the picture change compared
to (c)? At low transverse field and small bound state momentum, the system can
be described by a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation with a linear confining
potential with the energy levels given by the negative zeros of the Airy function.
Compare the bound states you find in your numerics with the zeros of the Airy
function.
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